1987 cr125

The engine was red; but the shock springs were black. The fork boots were black. The bike had
a 23" front wheel and an 18" rear wheel. The engine was a 2-stroke reed valve single cylinder
displacing cc linked to a 6-speed transmission. The serial number began JE The "CRR" logo on
the side of the seat was red. The shock springs were red. The bike had a 21" front wheel and an
18" rear wheel. The gas tank was plastic. The gas tank shrouds were white. The engine was red.
The number plate panels were black. The seat was black with a white "R" logo. The engine was
a 2-stroke liquid-cooled reed valve single cylinder displacing cc linked to a 6-speed
transmission. The CRR'82 was sold in and was no longer called Elsinore. It came in Tahitian
Red the last year for this shade of red. The engine was black. The front forks were 38mm. The
bike also had a single leading shoe front brake. The seat was blue with a white "CR" logo. The
"R" swingarm decal was black. The expansion chamber had an aluminum silencer. The "R"
swingarm decal was red and white. The bike had a hydraulic disc front brake. The expansion
chamber had an aluminum silencer along with a new auto torque amplification chamber ATAC.
The "" gas tank shroud decal was red and blue. The wing decal on the tank shroud was red,
white, and blue. The expansion chamber had an aluminum silencer along with an auto torque
amplification chamber ATAC. The carburetor was a Mikuni 34mm flat slide carburetor.
Manufacturers like DG made a exhaust that came with new exhaust manifold that would delete
the ATAC valve and make the bike run better,the reason why is because the ATAC would make
the bike break up at high rmp and not let the bike perform the way it should. The "" decal on the
tank shroud was red with a white outline. The seat was blue with a white "CR" logo in outline.
The wheel rims were gold anodized. The carburetor was a flat-slide style. The "" decal on the
shroud was white. The bike had a hydraulic disc front and rear brake. The engine used case
reed induction. The number plate panels were white. The "CR" and wing decals on the tank
shroud were white. The seat and fork boots were red. The wheel rims were silver. The new style
wing logo appeared on the tank shroud. A "CR" appeared on the side of the seat. The low mount
expansion chamber had an aluminum silencer. The frame was Shasta White. The "CR" logo was
blue with a white outline. The forks were inverted. The frame was Ross White. The "CR" logo
was white, yellow, and orange. The seat graphics were white. The "R" logo on the swingarm was
red. The side panels and rear fender had an integrated look. The gas tank and air box cover
were Shasta White. The "CR" logo on the tank shroud was white with a blue outline. The
bodywork was similar to the CRR' The frame is chalk white. The red is a deeper red. The "CR"
logo on the tank shroud was blue with a white outline. The tank shroud had new fluorescent
graphics. The frame was new with a different engine mounting location. The front suspension
had inverted 43mm forks with new valving and seating. The handlebars were taller and wider.
The rear spokes were 4. The drive chain was now a The seat was blue. The radiator cowl was
purple. The tank had new graphics. The suspension had Kayaba inverted forks. The rear wheel
was 19". The front wheel was stronger. The front disc had a protective cover. The engine had
improved response. The graphics were fluorescent. The suspension had 43mm inverted
cartridge forks. The logo was redesigned. The lower fork guards were white. The "CR" logo on
the seat was black. The bike had a new twin spar aluminum frame. The logos were redesigned.
The transmission was now a 5-speed. From CycleChaos. Western Power Sports. This
motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by
expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need help. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views
Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Honda GN4 10W Service
Manual. Chain: x [1]. Chain: x [1] ' Chain: x ' Front: 46mm inverted Kayaba fork with position
compression - and position rebound-damping adjustability; mm Front: Single disc with
twin-piston caliper Rear: Single disc. This Honda CR was restored from a roached-out beater to
a show-worthy machine that is meant to be ridden, not just looked at. Retro bikes are cool for a
lot of reasons. Sometimes it was your first bike. Sometimes a bike reminds you of a great racing
season. This Honda CR is actually not on the forum. It was brought to our attention by good old
fashion word of mouth. The owner of this machine is John Voegtli and we heard about him from
our resident mechanic Scot Gustafson. Scot would run into John at the track and was
impressed that, not only did his retro bikes look great, they ran great too. So, we scheduled a
day to meet up and give one of his bikes a go. They look totally different than modern
machinery, and I was curious to see if they feel that different as well. The short answer is yes,
this bike felt completely different than a modern motocross bike. The first thing I noticed was
the ergos. That super scooped out seat made the bike feel small and forces you to sit in one
spot. This is good and bad. For turning, it really forces you to be forward and get a lot of weight
on the front wheel. But when just standing in the attack position and going through rough
sections or off jumps, the back of the seat kept reminding me it was there with repeated smacks
in the butt. Both those bikes are way heavier, but size-wise, it felt similar to me. John is a burly
guy and the suspension is set up for his weight. That meant it was actually on the firm side for

me and Pingree. It also just has a simpler feel than modern suspension. Where a modern bike
feels like there are different parts of the stroke where the internals are doing different things
initial plushness, mid-stroke valving, progressive or linear bottom control , the CR felt like it had
a somewhat springy, hollow-ish initial feel in the first half of the stroke, then a firm second half
that was pretty solid. The motor was actually my favorite part of the Honda build. It definitely
only makes power in the top end and you have to ring it out to keep moving at a good pace, but
it was jetted really well and the throttle response was great. That being said, it was a whole
different riding experience. When riding a retro bike like this one, it is way more about fun and
just riding at a comfortable pace on a vet track, rather than trying to shave off seconds each lap.
Lastly, I have to say that John did a great job with this build, mainly because nothing broke and
there were no issues whatsoever. With older bikes, things are always more likely to act up or
break down and we had smooth sailing the whole day. Huge props to Mr. Voegtli mulletmoto on
IG for a great looking and riding retro build. If you want to see us ride more retro bikes or have a
bike that you think we should swing a leg over, let us know. Great build and bike! Those mid
late 80s CRs were great looking and top of their class. Not sure I agree with the comment that
old bikes require more maintenance, I've raced a 77 RM , 79 YZ , 81 YZ and a PE in our local
vintage harescramble series and once they are dialed in I hardly have to do anything other than
normal maintenance that you would do on any bike. Vital MX - Motocross. Edit Tags Done.
Tweet More I purchased my 1st Mx bike on , on my 23rd birthday. They said they did hill climbs
with it. It had a NSR port job, I stacked 2 and tried 3 base gaskets, trying to move the hp up. I
broke the nitrogen can on the shock, blitzing. Put a WP shock on. I rode with a expert. So my 1st
race was a full gate of experts, bad start to pass 40 riders. Did a front flip, wo until impact. I
changed the top end every 10 hrs, never had a wrist pin bearing problem. My cr had a much
stronger mid sound. Ran out of time got 2nd. The mid range pull, was stronger than my 98 rm
Bill,s pipe engine. The rm had more topend tho. The CR cornering was great, I never washed the
front end. I sold mine to a guy that was afraid to ride it, when I started it. I saw it on cr, 7 yrs ago,
same red and white zebra seat cover, looked like he never rode it. I found the cr phone and
called, text. He said he didn,t know who he sold it too. He was asking I told him bucks for info,
on the ,s location, still no luck. They corner so much better than modern bikes you wouldn't
believe! I remember the suspension travel ramping up in the '70s and early '80s, but I had
thought the "magic" numbers had basically topped out around 12" by then. Now I'm intrigued I
have a 93 CR that puts a very large smile on my face whenever I ride it. I often bring my modern
bike along just in case the old Honda has an issue, but I rarely need to unload the modern bike
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listing for international shipping options and costs. Make Honda. Model Cr Series RV. I have a
Honda CR with extra parts I'm looking to sell. Not great but good condition. Nerve Installed.
Make Yamaha. Model YSR Bike has a lot of aftermarket parts. Comes with clean street title. Bike
is Very Fast, has a top speed of mphEngine is freshly rebuilt : Yamaha YZnew wiseco pistonnew
hotrod bottom endnew boyesen carbon reed valveall new case bearings and sealsmilled head.
Lights are not wired up. Has headlight installed and will come with a small set of tail lights, but
there is no wire harness for lighting on the bike. I have for sale a Honda CRR motocross bike.
He then stored it for the last 25 years before I got it. I have done a lot of work to get this CR to
the stage it is now. Here is a list of the things that I have done to it so far: -Rebuilt the engine:
-New piston, rings, wrist pin, top end bearing. I have put a lot of time and money into this bike
and it looks very nice. However there are things that I would still like to do to it to make it better,
but neither time or money will allow. Some of the things that could still be addressed are: -Rear
chain splash guard has a piece missing works fine but would look better with a new one -Chain

rollers would look better if it had new ones they currently work fine -Polish the plastics to more
look like new The radiator shrouds, front fender, rear fender are all originals -Change fork seals,
for piece of mind because they are the originals -Get fork protectors installed -original decals
with vintage stickers removed -Model ID tag I have gotten the bike to the condition it is now, as
seen in the pictures and that is how it sits as of this listing. I have started the bike and it runs
great. After warm up I have ridden it down the street and back one time. Total run time of 5 min
or so on the bike since all the work that was mentioned above. I have way to much of my time
and money invested into this to complete everything that I want. I have to many projects so I'm
letting this one go, but if it doesn't I will just finish it as time and money will allow. This bike will
be sold with a bill of sale, because my state doesn't title off road bikes older than I prefer local
pick-up. If bike sells for my asking price, I will get the fork seals replaced, along with getting
new chain rollers, and chain splash guard. I have tried to described this bike as
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2008 dodge ram owners manual
mini cooper aftermarket stereo
accurately as possible. This bike is very nice as it sits, but for those of you out there that will
disagree, please keep your comments to yourself. Everything mentioned is just what I would
like to do to make it look better. This bike is sold AS-IS and all sales are final so read all the info
in the listing and if you have questions just ask. I can be reached at o49eight I would prefer local
pickup, but I'm not opposed to shipping as long as I have cleared payment before I ship. Buyer
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